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naukratis revisited - peter james - naukratis revisited the last three decades have seen the publication of a
number of key studies on naukratis (kom ge’if), the earliest known greek colony in egypt. ... 1996); a.leonard,
ancient naukratis: excavations at a greek emporium in egypt. part ii: the excavations at kom hadid (boston,
ma 2001). discovery and excavations: naukratis from the 19th century ... - villing, discovery and
excavations naukratis: greeks in egypt | 3 strabo published in 1819, had actually pinpointed the site’s location
correctly, by linking the modern village of el-neqrash with the ancient naukratis,3 yet his idea appears to have
gone largely unnoticed. so it was naukratis: greeks in egypt - british museum - naukratis: greeks in egypt
| 5 lower, but this area, beside what may be a large temenos wall, was probably not a central cultic area.3 at
naukratis, at least five archaic (and later) greek sanctuaries, large parts of a town and a massive egyptian
sanctuary were excavated; even a conservative estimate of the total the harbour of naukratis, 'mistress
of ships' the british ... - egypt’, which examines ancient naukratis in the context of greek-egyptian relations
(cf. villing et al. 2013–2015). we planned during the sixth season to concentrate on excavation in three areas:
1) the eastern area of the hellenion, in the greek sanctuary precinct in the northern part of the settlement;
andrea m. berlin: selected publications - the excavations in the south mound at kom ge'if. albert leonard,
jr., ed. annual of the american schools of oriental research 54 (1999), pp. 136-285. 2000-2005 “naukratis-kom
hadid: a ceramic typology for hellenistic lower egypt,” in ancient naukratis: excavations of a greek emporium
in egypt. part 2. the excavations at kom hadid, albert ... british museum naukratis project fieldwork
report 2015 - british museum naukratis project fieldwork report 2015 4 the data gathered to date confirms
the presence of the wide canopic river channel, some 3 – 5 m deep near the bank and deeper in the middle of
the channel located to the west of the site (pennington and thomas in preparation). the canopic channel,
during the period when greeks in ptolemaic egypt: inter-cultural influences in ... - site of naukratis and
their implications for possible attitude changes of the people using them. since most of the excavations done
on the ancient city of naukratis were executed by researchers in the late nineteenth century this study will
focus on the more recent naukratis project. 2: naukratis, heracleion-thonis and alexandria - remarks ...
- 2: naukratis, heracleion-thonis and alexandria - remarks on the presence and trade activities of greeks in the
north-west delta from the seventh century bc to the end of the fourth century bc. stefan pfeiffer. the present
article examines how greek trade in egypt developed and the consequences that the greek the naukratis
project: petrie, greeks and egyptians - the material of greek origin found in the late 19 th – early 20
century excavations of flinders petrie, ernest gardner and david hogarth at naukratis. the site is situated on
the western, canopic branch of the nile delta, in the district of the new capital city of sais, for which it
functioned as an interna - tional port (fig. 1). before ... andrea m. berlin james r. wiseman chair in
classical ... - berlin cv 4 “naukratis-kom hadid: a ceramic typology for hellenistic lower egypt,” in ancient
naukratis: excavations of a greek emporium in egyptrt 2. the excavations at kom hadid, albert leonard, jr., ed.
annual of the american schools of oriental research 55 (2001), pp. 26-163. naukratis, egypt and the
mediterranean world: a port and ... - in the 5th century bc the greek historian herodotus visited egypt and
described what he saw and learned in the second book of his histories. it is here that we find the most
important ancient account of naukratis (hdt. 2.178–9; cf. the commentary by lloyd 1975–88, 2007a). according
to herodotus, the establishment of naukratis as a settlement naukratis - university of liverpool - to
establish the origins of the greek residents of naukratis. the pottery of naukratis is ... cambridge ancient
history iii.3 (2nd edition, cambridge 1982) 32-56 ... leonard, a., zthree seasons of excavations and survey at
naukratis and environs [, in: journal of the american research center in egypt 19 (1982) 73-109 asor’s
centennial birthday celebration - ancient naukratis: excavations at a greek emporium in egypt: part i, the
excavations at kom ge’if, vol. 54. albert leonard, jr. (1999) basor supplements preliminary reports of asorsponsored excavations 1981–1983, vol. 23. walter e. rast, editor (1985) preliminary reports of asor-sponsored
excavations 1980–1984, vol. 24. walter e. trustees approve caariÕs new director mission statement ... the final report of the excavations conducted 1977—1978 and 1980—1983 at the southern end of the ancient
city of naukratis, a ptolemaic greek commercial center in the egyp- tian delta.
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